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The book of one of the series The Incarnation of Immortality on a Pale Horse is the first book in the series The Incarnations of Immortality. It follows the role of the Incarnation of Death. First published on September 12, 1983 in New York city by Del Rey. It is followed by an hourglass. The Editing Source section on The Pale Horse follows the trail of zane, a financially desperate
man who is chosen as part of the immortal world. The beginning of the 21st century is very different from our real world. First, it is a world where magic and science are widely understood and applied, where mythological beings parallels of motor vehicles and spells and technologies intertwined. It turned out that these achievements were the result of a series of discoveries started
with Sir Isaac Newton. Eventually, people became connected to this dual knowledge. The story begins with zane, who lives a miserable life without money or work. Desperate, he passes by a magical gem shop in which he is greeted by a gem merchant. He chose the Stone of Wealth, but trades his opportunity for romance to pay for it. He was deceived, however, for the stone he
took turns out to be a junkstone, and his destined love is forever lost. Believing that he has no desire or resource to cling to the world, he decides to mark himself. When he pulls the trigger, he sees the ghost of Death (Tianato) stepping on him. Like a miracle, he pulls a gun out of his own head and shoots Death dead. When he kills Death, he is introduced by a woman who
presents herself as Destiny, who insists that he should be the new Death, because the one who kills Death must become the new Death himself. Fate quickly explained its main duty: to gather the souls of people who are in the balance of good and evil, who cannot automatically define their eternal destiny (Heaven or Hell) without the personal care of Death. Not knowing about his
newfound work, he struggles to figure out how to do it. From his predecessor, he acquires two items of Death: Deathwatch, which counts down to the point where he must take the life of a designated client; and Mortis, a deadly horse that can take any form ranging from a limousine, boat, plane or horse, all in pale color. The first time he collects the soul is not so smooth. Over time,
with his own mind and The Instructions of Destiny, he learns about his work. By meeting with Chronos, the embodiment of Time, he understands the use of Deathwatch and other office tools. Chrono also takes care to tell him about the true nature of his office, both death and the way to get to the Purgatory on which he lives. To the surprise of him, he discovers that his succession
in the office of Death was manipulated by the powerful magician Cedric Kaftan Jr., an extremely powerful mortal magician who can rest trust and respect on the part of other Incarnations. It was Kaftan Kaftan. organized the fate of zane to succeed Death, and to come to collect the dying soul of the Magician himself. The reason for his scheme is to protect his beautiful daughter,
Luna Kaftan. It was predicted to derail the schemes of Satan, the Incarnation of Evil, and thus a target for evil forces and in need of supernatural protection. The Wizard was convinced that zane was the best for the job. He then offers his daughter's love to him, after he's told about it, hoping that he'll fall in love with the moon and protect her with his life. The Wizard intended to die
with his soul in a balanced way, so that he could meet zane a new death and give his message personally, and then be taken into Purgatory without letting Satan know about his scheme. The plans of the dead magician, however, seem to go awry. Because of the manipulation of Satan, the Moon is also destined to die before it can fulfill the prophecy. The Wizard used too much
black magic for his soul to be in balance. In order to bring him into balance before committing suicide, he passed excess evil on his soul into the soul of the Moon, which he considered innocent of evil. However, Luna has the burden of evil on her soul already, and her father's scheme has put her on course for hell. To fix this, she volunteered to swap places with one of Death's
other clients. Having sacrificed her own life to save another, she manages to balance the evil on her soul. Her actions play directly into the trap of Satan, who does not care whether she goes to heaven or hell, only that she dies and no longer poses a threat to his conspiracies. However, he has already fallen in love with the moon by this time, just as the wizard had planned, and he
refuses to accept the soul of the woman he loves. Now the motives for the magician's choice are clear to him when the other four Incarnations (Time, Destiny, War and Nature) of Purgatory come up to him and explain what they were all in the plan. The previous Death could not be manipulated to betray the duties of his office for the sake of love, so the Incarnations decided to
replace him with such a young, stubborn man as zane, who could. As the moon's soul is next to it in the queue, zane cannot receive the souls of other mortals until it is heard from her. He refuses to do so, thereby striking and leaving dying mortals in agony, unable to be released by death. Since it's not in Satan's favor, he first tries to bribe him and then intimidate him into getting
back to work. However, he had a conversation with Gaea, the Incarnation of Nature, who demonstrated to him the absolute power that each Incarnation possesses in its own sphere of influence. In the end, he realizes that the position of Death is impregnable to Satan and that he cannot be harmed in the sphere of this position. As the Incarnation, Satan himself has a soul and
submits to the dominion of zane. The conflict ends in a draw and there is no choice but to concede defeat. With satan's exposed plot, Purgatory changes the fate of the moon, and it can come back to life. With the Moon under his protection, Satan can no longer interfere with her fate by death. The chapters edit the source of the characters edit the source Hero On a Pale Horse is
zane, a reluctant man who was intentionally (however casually it seemed) chosen to become the new death (Thanatos). The novel also presents the other four Incarnations: Destiny, Time (Chrono), Soon ... Trivia (edited source of editing) One minor problem with the continuity of the series is that throughout the rest of the novels the official title of the Incarnation of Death is
Thanatos, and everyone recognizes it as Incarnations, dead souls, supernatural beings and mortals. However, in this first novel of the series, the title is simply death, although Gaea (Nature) calls it Thanatos as her own pet name for him. Death, the owner said clearly, showing the stone. It was a bright red ruby, multifaceted, set in a simple gold ring. It was full of carat-big for this
quality. He shook his head, feeling cold. I don't want that one! The man smiled, obviously superficial and practiced an expression reserved for oscillating marks. He was well dressed, but somewhat yellow, in the manner of those who remained in the shadows for too long. You misunderstand it, sir. This beautiful gem does not bring you death. He does the opposite. I don't think he's
calmed down. Then why call it-? Deadly stone. Again, that annoyingly patronisingly forming a person as an owner has eased the ignorant concerns of a balky customer. It just advises the wearer the intimacy of stopping, darkening. The speed and intensity of the changes notifies you of the potential circumstances of your demise - enough time for you to avoid it. But isn't that a
paradox? Zane has seen such stones advertised, usually at exorbitantly high prices, but discounted claims like marketing hyperbole. Prophecy is not valid if- No paradox, said the owner with professional confidence. Just an adequate warning. You could hardly get better service, sir. After all, what could be more expensive than life? it suggests that a person's life is worth living,
said zane sourly. He was a young man without much growth or function difference, with acne scars that neither medication nor a spot spell was able to eradicate completely. His hair was dishwater brown and somewhat untidy, and his teeth were unfashionably irregular. Apparently, he was a depressive type. So it gets dark and you change your course and you don't die. You think
the warning saved you. But it's be a random turn of stone. Color spells are a dozen cents. There is no way to prove, to prove the prophecy was valid. On the other hand, if it doesn't get dark and you die, how can you complain? You'll be dead! He absent-mindedly scratched the scar. If this is wrong, how do you get a refund? Don't you believe it? The owner asked, frowning skillfully.
Aside from his face, he was a moderately handsome young middle-aged man whose hair was fascinated to carry a constant chestnut wave. I run a respectable shop. I assure you, all my stones spells are genuine. According to the Apocalypse, Death rides a pale horse, said zine, warming with his melancholy. He obviously had some education in this area. I question whether an
inanimate object, a piece of colored corundum, can stay that fear of a rider so simple. Given the uncertainty of the situation, such a stone has no practical benefit for the owner. He can only check it out after seeing his turn and then refuses to change his course. If this is a true prophecy, it is doomed. If he didn't, he was deceived. It's a win-win game. I've played quite this type. I will
provide you with a demonstration, said the owner, perceiving painful streaks that could make this customer vulnerable to aggressive and properly slanted sales pitch. Skepticism is healthy, sir, and you are obviously too smart to be deceived by defective goods. The value of the stone can be proven. He shrugged, influencing indifference. Free demonstration? Could it be worth more
than I pay for it? The owner smiled more earnestly, knowing that his fish, despite evasive maneuvers, was halfway hooked. Truly uninterested individuals did not linger to argue about the cases. He took the stone from the magically stealing proof glass showcase and offered it. He smiled bizarrely and took the ring, putting it on the tip of his thumb. If there is no immediate and
obvious threat to the stone to point out- Then he was silent because the ring was already turning. The bright red deepened into the dark red and then into the opaque. The mind of zane began to numb at the edges. Death -- he had a deep fault there. He looked at his left hand, feeling a stain of blood burning in his skin. He issued his mother's face when she died. How could he
justify that memory? Death- within hours, all of a sudden! The owner said, horrified. The stone is completely black! I've never seen him turn so fast! He shook off his personal ghost. No, he couldn't afford to believe it! If I die within a few hours, I won't need this stone. But you need it, sir! The owner insisted. With the Death Stone, you can change your destiny. Keep it up and decide
on a new course, and if the color comes back, you know it's right. You can save your life! But you have to have this lovely magic ruby to guide you. To take you away from death. Death. you will certainly die before the day comes out. This warning is emphatic!   He hesitated. The deathstone was an impressive item now. He is, either 4, not minced words. But he thought of death by
holding a stone, and it might make the color turn. The flash-to-note emotions were simple and cheap, barely deserving of the magic name. There may be many things like that to give false testimony. Still, how much? He asked: How much does life cost? The propitor asked back, with a certain predatory gleam in his eyes.   About two cents, if that stone is right, said zane grimly.
However, his heart was beating with nervous force.   Two cents per minute, said the owner, going into closing the spiel. But this phenomenal and beautiful stone is available now at a discount of fifty percent. I'll sell it to you for just one cent a minute, including basic, interest, service, insurance- How much per month? Zane demanded, seeing himself getting staggered in.inches, the
owner took out a pocket calculator and deftly punched the buttons. Four hundred and thirty-two dollars.   He froze. He expected a high price, but it was impossible. A family can buy a nice house for a similar figure!   How long?   Only fifteen years or less.   Or less?   In case the gem should miscarry, the insurance will pay off the balance due, of course.   Of course, agreed zane
with a crooked quirk of his mouth. A miscarriage meant death, which meant the enchantment of a homeless man. They planned to raise their money regardless of Deathstone's effectiveness in protecting its owner. He performed a quick mental calculation and concluded that he had been charged with just over seventy-five thousand in total. About two-thirds of this interest and other
peripherals; However, it was a lot of money. That's a lot! More, probably, than his life was worth. Literally.   He returned the ruby. His color quickly returned as the owner took it. In moments of its special, deep shade of red beautifully shone in the lighting of the store. Ruby really was a lovely gem, even when it wasn't magic.   What else? He asked. He was shocked, but still wanted
to find something that would help him.   Love, the owner said immediately, bringing out a muddy blue sapphire mounted on another gold ring.   He looked at the stone. Love, like in romance? And the woman? Marriage? Or any other. The owner's smile was not as warm as it was, perhaps due to an error on the previous stone. He didn't like seeing the fish slip the hook. This gem
was probably cheaper, that is a smaller profit. This beautiful stone brightens the prospect of romance of any kind. Sapphire, as you know, is chemically the same stone as both corundum, and because the colors of the sapphire are not as rare as the ruby, the value is less. So it's a deal. It will tune in to your novel; All you have to do is follow his signal until you score. He remained
sceptical. You can't find romance by zeroing in as if that's the goal! There are social aspects, complex nuances of compatibility - Lovestone takes all this into account, sir. It focuses on the right one, taking into account all the factors. Left on your own devices, you will most likely make a mistake and suffer an unhappy connection, perhaps one that will become heartbreak for you.
With this stone that will never happen. But there can be a lot of great combinations, zane said. Many right-wing women. How can a gem choose among them? Some women are ideal for any man, with qualities of beauty, talent and fidelity that make them highly desirable, regardless of variations in men. But most of them are already married, as these qualities are easily perceived
by the boy next door, lucky. Others may be designed for some developmental impairment, like disfiguring diseases or serious problems among their relatives. Lovestone knows; it is focused on the most appropriate, most reliable, most accessible individual. It's unmistakable. Just turn it around to get a bright glow and follow where it leads. You won't be disappointed. He was holding
a blue sapphire. One show trial, sir.   I do not know. If it's like the last - It's romance! How can you lose? Lose?
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